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We experimentally demonstrate a reconfigurable optical tapped delay line in conjunctionwith coherent detection to
search multiple patterns among quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) symbols in 20 Gbaud data channel and also
to equalize 20 and 31 Gbaud QPSK, 20 Gbaud 8 phase shift keying (PSK), and 16 QAM signals. Multiple patterns are
searched successfully on QPSK signals, and correlation peaks are obtained at the matched patterns. QPSK, 8 PSK,
and 16 QAM signals are also successfully recovered after 25 km of SMF-28 with average EVMs of 8.3%, 8.9%, and
7.8%. A penalty of <1 dB optical signal to noise penalty is achieved for a 20 Gbaud QPSK signal distorted by up to
400 ps∕nm dispersion. © 2013 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: (060.2360) Fiber optics links and subsystems; (060.4370) Nonlinear optics, fibers; (190.4223) Nonlinear

wave mixing.
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A key building block of many digital signal processing
applications is the tapped delay line (TDL), in which
an incoming data stream is tapped at different time inter-
vals, given complex weights, and then added together [1].
Two important applications of TDL are the correlation of
incoming data symbols to a predetermined pattern and
the equalization of distorted signals to undo the effect of
transmission impairments [2]. It might be desirable to
implement an optical TDL to perform all-optical correla-
tion and pattern recognition as well as equalization to
potentially improve the levels of tunability, bandwidth,
and reconfigurability.
Optical TDLs (OTDLs) using differential delays and

multiple taps have been demonstrated using the follow-
ing: fixed fiber-based delays, planar lightwave circuits
(PLCs), fiber Bragg grating arrays, and connected
Mach–Zehnder interferometers (MZIs) in which each
MZI represents two taps of the TDL [3–6]. Recently, non-
coherent correlators and equalizers on differential quad-
rature phase shift keying (DQPSK) signal have been
demonstrated [7].
Given the importance of higher-order modulation

formats in coherent optical communication, e.g., phase
shift keying (PSK) and quadrature amplitude modulation
(QAM) formats, a laudable goal would be to achieve
all-optical and data-format-transparent equalizers to
decrease the processing load in a coherent receiver.
Moreover, taking advantage of both intensity and phase
information using coherent detection, correlation on
higher-order modulation formats with higher processing
capacity and correlation gain can potentially be achieved.
In this Letter, we demonstrate a tunable and reconfig-

urable OTDL in conjunction with coherent detection first
to implement a coherent correlator to simultaneously
search multiple patterns among quadrature phase shift
keying (QPSK) symbols, and second to realize an all-
optical equalizer to equalize QPSK, 8 PSK, and 16 QAM
signals after distorting them with chromatic dispersion.

The OTDL is demonstrated by implementing an all-optical
fan out stage to create multiple replicas of the original
signal using χ�2� nonlinear processes in the periodically
poled lithium niobate (PPLN) waveguide, conversion/
dispersion delay to induce relative delays on signal
replicas [8], and coherent multiplexing in another PPLN
waveguide [9]. Multiple patterns are searched success-
fully on QPSK signals, and correlation peaks are obtained
at the matched patterns. We also successfully recovered
QPSK, 8 PSK, and 16 QAM signals after 25 km transmis-
sion through SMF-28 with average error vector magni-
tudes (EVMs) of 8.3%, 8.9%, and 7.8%, respectively. Less
than 1 dB optical signal to noise ratio (OSNR) penalty
is achieved for a 20 Gbaud QPSK signal distorted by up
to 400 ps∕nm dispersion.

The conceptual block diagram of the coherent OTDL is
shown in Fig. 1. At the first stage, the original signal,
along with multiple dummy pump lasers (λDi) and a
continuous wave (CW) pump (λp1), is injected into a
PPLN waveguide with quasi-phase matching (QPM)
wavelength of λQPM. The signal and a CW pump laser,
which are located symmetrically around the ωQPM �
c∕λQPM (c is the speed of light), mix through the sum fre-
quency generation (SFG) process to produce a signal
copy at 2 ωQPM. The SFG term then mixes with multiple
dummy pump lasers (ωDi � c∕λDi) through the difference
frequency generation (DFG) process to create signal
copies at ωCi � 2 × ωQPM − ωDi [7]. At the second stage,
a spatial light modulator (SLM) is utilized to write the
complex weights on the signal replicas. The tap ampli-
tudes can be tuned by varying dummy pump powers,
whereas the tap phases can be changed by varying
the SLM phases. Subsequently, these replicas are sent
through a chromatic dispersive element to induce wave-
length-dependent delays on the signal copies at the next
stage. The relative delay between two adjacent replicas
can be obtained by τ � D × Δλ, where D is the dispersion
parameter and Δλ is the wavelength separation between
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two replicas. Therefore, tap delays can be continuously
tuned by varying dummy pump wavelengths. These
weighted and delayed signal copies are equivalent to
OTDL taps which need to be coherently combined. In
the multiplexing stage, each delayed signal copy at λCi �
c∕ωCi mixes with its reused dummy pump at λDi through
SFG, and creates a signal at 2 ωQPM. Another pump laser
at λP2 is also injected to the second PPLN, with the same
QPM wavelength waveguide for the DFG process to
multiplex these signals in λMux.
To realize an equalizer, the relative delay needs to be

set at the half-symbol duration. The weights of the OTDL
depend on the transfer function of incoming data
distortion. It is also possible to perform multicasting of
equalized signal by introducing multiple CW pumps in
the second PPLN.
To realize a coherent correlator, the delay needs to be

set to the symbol duration. Figure 2 shows how coherent
detection can be used to achieve a high-performance
correlator. To identify the appearance of four particular
consecutive values [a, b, c, d] in a long pattern of
QPSK symbols, the correlator weights need to be set to
the phase conjugate of the target pattern, i.e., [a�, b�, c�,
d�]. An N-tap correlator on QPSK signal has an output
of �n� 1�2 QAM constellation. Figure 2(b) shows how

25 QAM constellation can be generated by 4 QPSK sig-
nals. The corner points, i.e., upper right, upper left, lower
left, and lower right, which are indicated by red color
in Fig. 2(a), correspond to [a, b, c, d], j × �a; b; c; d�,
−1 × �a; b; c; d�, and −j × �a; b; c; d�, respectively, while
other constellation points correspond to other 4-symbol
patterns. Therefore, by sending the result to the coherent
receiver, each pattern is mapped to one constellation
corner point due to their different phases which can
potentially be used to recognize simultaneously all four
patterns with the same correlation weights. One example
of matched pattern (corresponding to upper right corner)
and one example of mismatched pattern are shown in
Figs. 2(c) and 2(d), respectively.

The experimental setup for the coherent correlator/
equalizer is shown in Fig. 3. A nested Mach–Zehnder
modulator is used to generate the input 62 and 40 Gbit∕s
QPSK data [pseudorandom bit sequence (PRBS) 231 − 1]
at ∼1541.440 nm. The resulting signal is sent to a phase
modulator to generate 8 PSK signals 60 Gbit∕s or a 16
QAM emulator to emulate 80 Gbit∕s 16 QAM signal. A
tunable dispersion compensation module (TDCM), along
with two SMF-28 fibers with 10 and 25 km lengths, is
employed to emulate dispersion on the input signal. The
input signal is amplified, filtered, and sent to a 4 cm PPLN
waveguide (PPLN-1) along with an amplified pump laser
at ∼1560.75 nm. Four dummy pump lasers (λD1−4) are
coupled together, amplified, and launched to the first
PPLN waveguide. The QPMwavelength of the waveguide
is set to ∼1550.7 nm by temperature tuning. SFG and
DFG processes will create multiple replicas of the input
signal at different wavelengths. The output of the PPLN-1
is sent to a SLM-based programmable filter used to filter
the dummy pump lasers and the generated signal copies,
and to control the phases of the pump lasers prior to the
second wavelength conversion stage. The filtered pumps

Fig. 2. Coherent correlator (a) input versus output constella-
tion for 4 tap QPSK correlators. (b) 25 QAM contellation can be
generated by combining 4 QPSK signals (c) matched to the
target pattern, and (d) mismatched to the target pattern.

Fig. 3. Experimental setup for coherent optical correlator/
equalizer. The fan-out and multiplexing stages are done in
PPLN1 and PPLN2, respectively.

Fig. 1. Conceptual block diagram of a reconfigurable OTDL
that includes four stages: fan-out, complex weights, relative
delays, and multiplexing.
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and the signals are then sent through a ∼180 or 390 m
DCF (for correlator or equalizer, respectively) in order
to induce the relative delays. Next the dummy pump
lasers and the signal copies are amplified and sent to
a 5 cm PPLN waveguide (PPLN-2) with QPM ∼1550.7 nm
to multiplex OTDL taps coherently. The output signal is
then filtered and sent to the coherent receiver to capture
the constellation and bit error rate (BER) measurements.
We noted that there is polarization sensitivity in PPLN
waveguides which requires controlling of the incoming
polarization state. In order to perform correlation and
equalization on polarization-multiplexed signals, a polari-
zation diversity technique can be utilized [10].
Figure 4 illustrates the optical equalizer performance

with three taps. Figure 4(a) shows optical spectra of
PPLN-1 and PPLN-2 outputs when three equalized copies
are generated at λ1, λ2, and λ3. The in phase and quadra-
ture (IQ) constellation diagrams of the transmitted 20
Gbaud QPSK, 8 PSK, and 16 QAM signals through 25 km
of SMF-28 fiber are shown in Fig. 4(b). The signals are
equalized and multicast to three different wavelengths.
Figure 4(b) also depicts these output constellations on
the right. A clean IQ constellation is obtained for each
copy after equalization with average EVMs of ∼8.3%,
8.9%, and 7.7%, respectively. BER measurements are per-
formed on back to back as well as equalized 20 Gbaud
QPSK and 8 PSK signals after 10 and 25 km of SMF-28
transmission in Fig. 4(c). The performance of the equal-
izer is evaluated in terms of OSNR penalties by emulating
various amounts of dispersion using the TDCM on 20 and
31 Gbaud QPSK and 20 Gbaud 8 PSK signals in Fig. 4(d).
As can be seen,<1 dB OSNR penalty can be achieved for

a 20 Gbaud QPSK signal distorted by up to 400 ps∕nm
dispersion.

Figure 5 shows the coherent correlator results with
four taps. The 25 QAM output is shown in Fig. 5(a) for
two different patterns with EVMs of 7.2% and 7.5%. As
can be seen, all output symbols in all four corner points
of the IQ-plane can be detected separately as the target
pattern with 0°, 90°, 180°, and −90° rotations. In Fig. 5(b),
the correlator peaks on QPSK symbols to the target
pattern [1� j, −1� j, −1 − j, 1� j] are shown. The
pattern [1� j, −1 − j, 1� j, −1 − j] is searched on the
same 1000 QPSK symbols, and its correlation peaks
are depicted in Fig. 5(c).
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Fig. 4. Coherent equalizer results with three taps. (a) optical
spectra of PPLN-1 and PPLN-2 outputs. (b) 16 QAM, 8 PSK,
and QPSK distorted signal with 25 km SMF-28 transmission be-
fore and after equalization on 3 different wavelengths. (c) BER
measurements and (d) OSNR penalty for different amount of
dispersion.

Fig. 5. Coherent correlator results with four taps. (a) 4-tap
correlator outputs for two different target patterns, and (b)
correlator peaks corresponding to matched patterns.
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